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English: We will begin the term with Fiction from 
our Literary Heritage. We will explore the plot, 
characters and themes of our play, Twelfth Night, 
through reading, writing and drama. The play will be 
used as inspiration for a series of reading and 
writing tasks, such as letters and diary entries. We 
shall also be visiting the Globe Theatre in 
connection with this unit. 
Please ensure that your child has their script in 
school each day, as we only have a short time 
before our performance! We will be having a cast 
workshop at the Watersmeet Theatre, 
Rickmansworth (more details to follow) before the 
main performance, also at the Watersmeet 
Theatre. I will be sending out ticket information 
shortly. 

 

Maths: Our topic this term is Number and place 
Value, including ordering, reading and writing 
numbers, addition and subtraction as well as 
multiplication. We will be multiplying numbers by 
10, 100 and 1000, as well as learning the grid 
method and short multiplication.  
It is expected that all children will be able to 
recall multiplication facts quickly, out of 
sequence and to know the related division facts. 
It is therefore imperative that all children 
practise and learn their times tables (to 12 x 12).  

Homework and Spellings: Spellings will be given 
out on a Monday and checked on a Friday in school. 
In addition to completing the spelling activities in 
school, the children are expected to practise their 
spellings (including learning their meanings) at 
home. The children also need to be practising the 
statutory 100 spellings for Year 5 and 6.  

Maths homework will be sent out every Monday to 
be handed in on the following Friday. 

Art:   Our Art this term will be focused on 
landscapes paying particular attention to 
perspective. The children will be using various media 
such as pencil and paint. We will explore work from 
artists such as Monet, Van Gogh, Matisse and 
Hockney to name a few. Please ensure that your 
child has a named apron at school at all times. 

RE: Signs and symbols: We  will be exploring the 
religions of Christianity and Judaism this term. We 
encourage the children to realise that there are 
many different forms of worship in the world and 
the key is to understand and respect each one. 

PE: Outdoor PE (Games) is on a Friday. Indoor PE is 
on Tuesday. We will be covering aspects of Dance, 
Gymnastics, Net/Wall games and Invasion Games. We 
will also use some of this time to rehearse the more 
active parts of our Shakespeare play, Twelfth Night.  
 
 
Music: This term, Y5 will think about musical notation 
and how it relates to the pitch of notes. They will 
consider the music of composer John Williams and how 
music can alter and enhance mood. Y5 also have the 
opportunity of learning to play a brass instrument, the 
cornet. This will be taught by a member of the Herts 
Music Service and will be very exciting for the 
children. 

 

Welcome back! I hope you all had a lovely summer. I am very 
excited to be teaching the children again and I am looking 
forward to us tackling the Twelfth Night production together 
and the whole curriculum this term.  If you need to see me 
about anything please do not hesitate to catch me at the end 
of the school day. 

ICT: Children will learn about the importance of e-
Safety and how to communicate appropriately and 
responsibly with others. They will develop their 
understanding of Microsoft Word and its functions, 
to create posters/ a leaflet for our play. We will be 
doing a set of lessons on coding. They will also 
develop their ability to save and retrieve work.  

Geography: Our topic this term is ‘Rivers’ and we 
will first look at the water cycle to understand how 
rivers come to be. We will then look at different 
features of rivers including finding out how erosion 
and deposition help form these features. We will 
look at the location of rivers within the UK and the 
world, finding out information about a selection of 
major rivers. Finally, we will look at how rivers are 
used and managed, including looking at the 
development of dams.  

French: This year, after recapping on areas 
covered to date, the focus will be on : holiday, 
eating out, hobbies and seasons .  

Science:  

This term, the children will  learning about Forces . By the end of 

our unit the children will know how to measure forces, how to 

consider the direction of the force and its effect on the motion of 

an object. They will have a better understanding gained through 

investigation about the forces of friction and the principle of a 

gravitational field. We will also explore the application of forces 

through simple machines such as pulleys and levers.  

During the second half of the term the children will learn about 

Properties and Changes of Materials, exploring reversible 

changes and ways of separating mixtures using different 

methods. 


